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Search for neutrinoless double-electron capture of 156Dy1

S.W. Finch∗ and W. Tornow2

Department of Physics, Duke University, Durham, North Carolina 27708, USA3

and Triangle Universities Nuclear Laboratory, Durham, North Carolina 27708, USA4

Background: Multiple large collaborations are currently searching for neutrinoless double-β decay, with the5

ultimate goal of differentiating the Majorana-Dirac nature of the neutrino.6

Purpose: Investigate the feasibility of resonant neutrinoless double-electron capture, an experimental alternative7

to neutrinoless double-β decay.8

Method: Two clover germanium detectors were operated underground in coincidence to search for the de-9

excitation γ rays of 156Gd following the neutrinoless double-electron capture of 156Dy. 231.95 days of data10

were collected at the Kimballton underground research facility with a 231.57 mg enriched 156Dy sample.11

Results: No counts were seen above background and half-life limits are set at O(1016 − 1018) yr for the various12

decay modes of 156Dy.13

Conclusion: Low background spectra were efficiently collected in the search for neutrinoless double-electron14

capture of 156Dy, although the low natural abundance and associated lack of large quantities of enriched samples15

hinders the experimental reach.16

I. INTRODUCTION17

Neutrinoless double electron capture (0νECEC) is a18

second-order weak nuclear decay and a possible experi-19

mental alternative to neutrinoless double-β (0νββ) decay20

[1]. Observation of either of these two decays would pro-21

vide evidence that the neutrino has a Majorana mass22

component, as opposed to a purely Dirac mass. In23

0νECEC, the nucleus will absorb two atomic electrons,24

lowering its nuclear charge by two, with the emission of25

no particles. This decay will then proceed if an excited26

state in the daughter nucleus is degenerate with the Q27

value of the decay, as a means to dissipate the excess en-28

ergy [2]. Furthermore, the wave-function overlap of the29

parent and excited state of the daughter nucleus leads to30

a resonant enhancement effect, decreasing the expected31

half-life [3]. The decay rate for 0νECEC may be calcu-32

lated as33

λ0ν = g4AG0ν |M
0ν |2 〈mν〉

2 Γ

∆2 + 1

4
Γ2

, (1)

where G0ν is a prefactor containing the electron-nucleus34

wave-function overlap, M0ν is the transition nuclear ma-35

trix element, 〈mν〉 is the Majorana neutrino mass, and36

the remaining terms constitute the resonant enhance-37

ment factor, where ∆ is the degeneracy parameter (0 keV38

for complete degeneracy) and Γ is the combined width of39

the states [4].40

For this decay to be a valid experiment alternative to41

0νββ decay, a candidate nucleus exhibiting the parent-42

daughter degeneracy must exist. Recent precision mass43

measurements identified 156Dy as the current best can-44

didate for resonant ECEC [5]. Reference [5] identified45

four possible states in 156Gd which are degenerate to46
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TABLE I. The possible resonant transitions in 156Gd for a
0νECEC decay of 156Dy. The orbitals of the capturing elec-
trons, calculated degeneracy parameter ∆, and the enhance-
ment factor in the rate relative to the ground state transition,
EF , are given [5].

E∗ Iπ e− orbitals ∆ EF
keV keV

1946.375 1−2 KL1 0.75 (10) 4.1× 106

1952.385 0−0 KM1 1.37 (10) 1.7× 106

1988.5 0+4 L1L1 0.54 (24) 2.5× 106

2003.749 2+6 M1N3 0.04 (24) 7.7× 108

within 1.37 keV (depending on the shell of the captur-47

ing electron); these are given in Table I. The 2+6 state48

in 156Gd has the possibility of a complete degeneracy,49

within experimental uncertainties, which would produce50

an enhancement factor of 1010. Unfortunately, this de-51

cay mode is hindered by the unlikely capture of M and52

N shell electrons.53

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD54

Following resonant double-electron capture, the55

daughter nucleus is left in an excited nuclear state. The56

nucleus will then de-excite to the ground state via γ-ray57

emission. Often, multiple γ rays will be emitted in coinci-58

dence. Our detection technique is based around detecting59

these γ rays in coincidence in order to significantly re-60

duce the experimental background. We have previously61

implemented this technique to produce results for the62

2νββ decay to excited nuclear states [6–8], as well as the63

double-electron capture of 112Sn [9]. The current detec-64

tor apparatus is an upgrade to the previous system, us-65

ing clover high-purity germanium (HPGe) detectors over66

coaxial HPGe detectors.67
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FIG. 1. (Color online) A to-scale schematic of the two clover
detectors sandwiching a target in red, surrounded by the NaI
annulus and lead shielding. The front lead wall and ceiling
are not shown.

A. Detector apparatus68

A schematic of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. Two69

clover HPGe detectors sandwich a target of interest and70

are surrounded by a NaI annulus and lead shielding.71

Clover detectors feature four coaxial-HPGe detectors (re-7273

ferred to as segments) sharing a common cryostat and are74

extensively characterized in Ref. [10]. Each crystal is 5.075

cm in diameter and 8.0 cm in length before shaping.76

The NaI annulus is used as an active veto and Compton77

suppression shield. It measures 43.60 cm long and has a78

36.83 cm exterior and 15.24 cm interior diameter. Twelve79

5.08 cm PMTs, six on each side of the detector, monitor80

the scintillation light produced inside the detector.81

The passive shielding primarily consists of a lead brick82

housing surrounding the detectors. The floors and side83

walls are shielded by 20.32 cm lead. A roof was con-84

structed using a 123.0 × 91.5 × 2.0 cm copper plate,85

which supports 15.24 cm lead. The roof is extended along86

the length of the annulus by two 41.0 × 91.5 × 2.0 cm87

iron plates supporting 10.16 cm of lead. The apparatus is88

housed at the Kimballton Underground Research Facility89

(KURF), which provides 1450 meters of water equivalent90

shielding from cosmic rays [11].91

B. Electronics and Data Acquisition system92

The data-acquisition system uses NIM electronics for93

all signal processing and logic operations. The signals94

are then read and digitized by VME electronics. Each95

clover segment has its own preamplifier which outputs96

two copies of the detector signal. One copy is used for en-97

ergy reconstruction. This signal is amplified by a spectro-98

scopic amplifier then input into a 12-bit analog-to-digital99

(ADC) converter to record the pulse height.100

The second preamplifier output is used to record the101

timing of the event and generate the master trigger. The102

eight signals are first amplified by a timing-filter ampli-103

fier, then sent through a constant-fraction discriminator104

(CFD). Each of these signals inputs into a time-to digital105

converter (TDC). The sum of all eight signals is used to106

generate the master trigger. It should be noted that even107

events below the CFD threshold are recorded as long as108

they are in coincidence with an event passing the CFD109

threshold. Given the slow trigger rate (≈ 4.5 Hz) and the110

short digitization time scale, the dead-time correction is111

minuscule.112

For the NaI annulus detector, the signals from all 12113

PMTs are summed, amplified, and input into the TDC.114

This results in a binary cut for rejecting events in coin-115

cidence with the veto.116

Data acquisition is handled by C@T [12]. At every117

generation of the master trigger, each ADC and TDC118

channel are read out. The data are sent to a Linux work-119

station, where they are written to a file in the Continuous120

Electron Beam Accelerator Facility common event for-121

mat. These files are then converted into a ROOT TTree122

using the TUNL Real-time Analysis Package [12].123

C. Enriched 156Dy sample124

156Dy suffers from an extremely low natural abun-125

dance: 0.056%. To compensate for this, two powdered126

oxide samples of varying enrichment were obtained from127

Oak Ridge National Lab. Sample No. 1 is 803.4 mg oxide128

enriched to 21.58% in 156Dy, or 150.95 mg 156Dy. Sample129

No. 2 is smaller: 344.3 mg oxide enriched to 20.9%, or130

62.62 mg 156Dy. Both samples were placed in polyethy-131

lene bags. Sample No. 1 was placed inside a 0.0089 cm132

thick bag with exterior dimensions 3.8 × 3.3 × 0.14 cm,133

and Sample No. 2 was placed inside a 0.0762 cm thick bag134

with dimensions of 3.5 × 2.8 × 0.165 cm. The samples135

were placed on top of each other inside a 0.0089 cm thick136

bag, resulting in a total thickness of 0.375 cm and a total137

mass of 213.57 mg 156Dy. The samples were centered on138

the face of the clover detectors.139

D. Data processing140

New runs were started every one to five days, with141

an average length of three days. Two data sets were142

collected: one with only 156Dy2O3 sample No. 1 present143

(150.95 mg 156Dy) and one with both enriched samples144

present (213.57 mg 156Dy). These sets are referred to145

as data sets No. 1 and 2 respectively. Data set No. 1146

contains 99.13 days of data collection and data set No. 2147

contains 132.82 days of data collection.148

Each individual run was closely checked for gain149

changes and drifts in each detector segment. Any runs150

in which peaks were seen to migrate by more than one151
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channel were removed and are not included in the present152

analysis.153

The ADC was calibrated to energy for each run using154

four naturally occurring background γ rays: 238.6, 511.0,155

911.2, and 1460.8 keV. This calibration was done for each156

individual clover segment. An additional quantity, re-157

ferred to as the ‘addback’ energy, was also calculated for158

each clover detector. The addback energy was calculated159

for events where two or more segments fired in one clover160

detector and is the sum of the energy deposited in those161

segments. A 30 keV threshold was used to determine162

whether or not a segment fired. This threshold was cho-163

sen to be comfortably above the 10 keV noise pedestal164

of the detectors and electronics while still allowing low165

energy Compton scatter events. Analysis showed that166

lowering the threshold further did not have a significant167

effect on the addback efficiency. In cases where only one168

detector segment in a clover fires, this event is recorded169

as the ‘singles’ energy.170

After the clover detectors were moved underground,171

it was noticed that segment three of clover one, here-172

inafter referred to as c13, had an irreducible electronic173

noise present, decreasing the segment’s resolution by a174

factor of ≈ 3. As such, events in which segment c13 trig-175

gered were removed from the present analysis. This is176

equivalent to using this one segment in anticoincidence.177

III. ANALYSIS178

The present analysis searches for coincident γ rays.179

When using the clover detectors, γ− γ coincidences may180

be one of two types: internal or external. External coin-181

cidences occur when both clover detectors detect a γ-ray182

interaction. Internal coincidences, on the other hand,183

occur between two segments of the same clover detec-184

tor when the other clover detector does not record any185

events. By searching for both internal and external co-186

incidences, the efficiency of the γ − γ coincidence tech-187

nique is increased. As Compton scattering is much more188

likely between two adjacent segments than between the189

two separate clover detectors, the internal coincidence190

spectra have a higher background. Although the present191

clover detectors were not constructed to low radioactive192

background standards, an extremely low background re-193

gion of interest (ROI) is achieved through the coincidence194

technique. The high Q value of ECEC and high energy195

γ-ray transitions help to further reduce the background196

spectra.197

Each of the four states listed in Table I, where a pos-198

sible resonant decay could occur, was investigated sepa-199

rately. In all cases, the energy cuts used were ±2σ, where200

σ represents the detector’s Gaussian energy resolution. σ201

was measured for each detector from the production runs202

using naturally occurring background peaks. A flat back-203

ground was estimated using the largest peak-free region204

surrounding the ROI, ideally a ±100 keV range around205

the ROI. The NaI annulus was used in strict anticoinci-206

FIG. 2. (Color online) Decay scheme for the 1−2 1946.4 keV
state of 156Gd following ECEC to a resonant state. Only the
most intense transitions are shown, while all other transitions
have a branching ratio < 1.43%.

dence with the clover detectors. This is the same analysis207

procedure as used in Ref. [8].208

A. To the 1946.4 keV state209

As can be seen in Fig. 2, the 1946.4 keV state of210

156Gd will primarily decay via two modes. The most211

intense transition creates a 1857.4 + 88.97 keV coinci-212

dence, which will be studied in this analysis. Somewhat213

unfortunately, the only other intense transition produces214

a single γ ray and is therefore not suited for the coinci-215

dence technique used in the present experiment.216

Given that the 88.97 keV γ ray will rarely Compton217

scatter, the first requirement of the analysis is a 88.97±2σ218

keV event in one detector segment. External coincidences219

then require that this 88.97 keV γ ray is the only event220

in its clover detector and a 1857.4 keV γ ray is detected221

in the opposing detector. Given the higher energy of222

the 1857.4 keV γ ray, both addback and singles events223

are included in the search. Internal coincidences require224

the 1857.4 keV γ ray to be observed in a segment of the225

same clover and no triggers in the remaining six clover226

segments. Addback is not attempted for internal coinci-227

dences. The most stringent limits are found by including228

both internal and external coincidences. The ROI spec-229

tra found from the sum of internal and external coinci-230

dences is shown in Fig. 3.231

B. To the 1952.4 keV state232

The decay sequence for the 1592.4 keV state of 156Gd233

is shown in Fig. 4. A 709.9+1242.5 keV γ-ray coincidence234

is produced in 44.7% of decays. The only other intense235

decay mode results in three coincidence γ rays with a236

branching ratio of 46.0%.237

As the efficiency measurements were performed with238

two γ-ray coincidences, the two γ-ray decay will dictate239
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The ROI spectra for ECEC to the
1946.4 keV state of 156Gd including both runs No. 1 and
2. Events in coincidence with 88.97 keV are shown. The
red curve shows the background level and the minimum de-
tectable signal, for a peak at 1857.4 keV, at the 90% confi-
dence level.

FIG. 4. (Color online) Decay scheme for the 0−4 1952.4 keV
state of 156Gd following ECEC to a resonant state. Only the
most intense transitions are shown, while all other transitions
have a branching ratio < 3.8%.

the analysis cuts. For this decay, the energy of both coin-240

cident γ rays is high enough that a significant portion will241

Compton scatter between clover segments. As such, the242

analysis procedure differs slightly from the one outlined243

in the previous section. External coincidences search for244

the 709.9+1242.5 keV coincidence between the two clover245

detectors operating in both singles and addback mode.246

Internal coincidences, once again, are between two de-247

tector segments of the same clover with no addback cor-248

rections made. This same analysis procedure is used for249

the other ROIs with two coincident γ rays above 400 keV.250

The results of this analysis procedure are shown in251

Fig. 5. This analysis procedure does not intrinsically252

distinguish the two and three γ-ray decay modes from253

the 1952.4 keV state. For example, it is possible that the254

1153.5 and 88.97 keV γ rays are detected in one clover255

then re-interpreted as a 1242.5 keV addback event. This256

possibility increases the experimental sensitivity of this257

ROI by including an additional decay mode and will be258

discussed in Sect. III F.259
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FIG. 5. (Color online) The ROI spectra for ECEC to the
1952.4 keV state including both runs No. 1 and 2. Events in
coincidence with 709.9 keV are shown. The red curve shows
the background level and the minimum detectable signal, for
a peak at 1242.5 keV, at the 90% confidence level.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) The ROI spectra for ECEC to the
1988.5 keV state including both runs No. 1 and 2. Events in
coincidence with 88.97 keV are shown. The red curve shows
the background level and the minimum detectable signal, for
a peak at 1899.5 keV, at the 90% confidence level.

C. To the 1988.5 keV state260

This nuclear state of 156Gd is of particular interest261

because it is the only 0+ state available for a resonant262

ECEC transition. Somewhat unfortunately, the state263

suffers from a dearth of nuclear data. No data is present264

on the possible decay modes from this state. Although265

the nature of the excitation will dictate the decay modes,266

it is reasonable to assume that the 0+4 → 2+0 → 0+g.s.267

transition will be one of the strongest, if not the most268

intense, transition. This is true for the other excited 0+269

states in 156Gd. The decay scheme is similar to that of270

Fig. 2, except that the 0+4 → 0+g.s. transition is forbidden.271

A search for events matching this decay mode focus on272

an 1899.5 + 88.9 keV γ-ray coincidence.273

The analysis was performed identically to that of the274

1946.4 keV state outlined in Sec. III A, with the 1857.4275

keV ROI replaced with 1899.5 keV. The results are shown276

in Fig. 6.277
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Decay scheme for the 2+6 2003.7 keV
state of 156Gd following ECEC to a resonant state. Only the
most intense two γ-ray transitions are shown, while all other
two γ-ray transitions have branching ratio < 0.5%. The three
γ-ray transitions associated with these two γ-ray transitions
are also shown.

D. To the 2003.7 keV state278

The 2+6 state of 156Gd has a more complicated decay279

scheme than the other studied states. The state will de-280

cay to one of six different states, with the most intense281

decay sequence only accounting for 23% of all decays. As282

our efficiency measurements were performed for two co-283

incidence γ rays, we limit ourselves to those cases, all of284

which are shown in Fig. 7. Unfortunately, the three de-285

cays producing only two γ rays have a combined branch-286

ing ratio of 25.8%.287

The procedure outlined in Sec. III B is again fol-288

lowed for these three decay modes. The 684.0+1319.7,289

761.3+1242.5, and 849.6+1154.2 keV coincidences are in-290

vestigated, with the results shown in Fig. 8. After the291

addition of sample No. 2, the background rate for the292

decay modes progressing via the 1242.5 and 1154.2 keV293

states was found to have an increased background. It294

was realized that the internal coincidence channel was295

responsible for the majority of the background increase.296

For the case of the decay to the 2+2 1154.2 keV state, the297

background rate was found to be sufficiently high that298

a better limit could be obtained by only including ex-299

ternal coincidences. In this case, the loss in efficiency is300

compensated by the decreased background.301

E. Coincidence efficiency302

In order to measure the coincidence efficiency of the303

apparatus, a 102Rh source was used. This source was pro-304

duced using the 102Ru(p, n)102Rh reaction with 5 MeV305

protons at the TUNL tandem accelerator. The source306

was 0.165 cm in diameter and 0.142 cm in height with an307

activity of 1.26± 0.04 kBq. The efficiency data were an-308

alyzed using the same analysis code as was used for the309

156Dy analysis. Only the ROI and detector resolution310

were changed to accurately reflect the run conditions.311
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FIG. 8. (Color online) The ROI spectra for ECEC to the
2003.7 keV state including both runs No. 1 and 2. Events
are shown in coincidence with 1319.7, 1242.5, and 849.6 keV
respectively. The red curve shows the background level and
the minimum detectable signal at the 90% confidence level.

This procedure produced efficiency data for the in-312

ternal coincidences of both clover detectors, the exter-313

nal coincidences, and the addback coincidences for the314

102Rh ROI. The coincident detection efficiency was found315

to peak at the origin, and is relatively constant from316

−1.5 < x < 1.5 cm, as shown in Fig. 9. This moti-317

vated the size and placement of the Dy2O3 samples. As318

segment c13 was omitted from the analysis, it was also319

omitted from the analysis of the efficiency data. This320

does not change the internal efficiency of clover two, but321

it does decease the total internal coincidence efficiency of322

clover one by approximately a factor of two and makes323

the efficiency asymmetric, as shown in Fig. 10. The ex-324

ternal efficiency was also lower due to the omission of c13,325

although much less so than for the internal coincidences.326

The final efficiency was calculated by integrating the327

two-dimensional efficiency, as shown in Fig. 10, over the328

physical sample size. The integration was performed329

for all three detection modes and both 156Dy samples.330
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FIG. 9. (Color online) The coincident efficiency of the two-
clover apparatus is shown along the two symmetry axes: diag-
onally across a crystal (top panel) and horizontally across two
crystal edges (bottom panel). The efficiency is shown for the
102Rh ROI and including c13. The maximum dimension of
the 156Dy sample is shown by the cream box, with the other
dimensions of the rectangular sample being smaller.
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FIG. 10. (Color online) The coincident efficiency of the two-
clover apparatus as a function of position with the omission
of c13, located in the (+x,+y) quadrant. The three panels
show, clockwise from top left, the internal efficiency of clover
one, the internal efficiency of clover two, and the external
efficiency.
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FIG. 11. (Color online) The addback ratio for the two clover
detectors. Data are shown by the points and the functional
fit is shown by the solid curves. The addback factor in clover
one is noticeably lower due to the omission of segment three.

A number of corrections are necessary in order to ap-331

ply these 102Rh efficiency measurements to the possible332

156Dy decay modes.333

1. Energy dependence334

The energy dependence of the clover detector’s effi-335

ciency was measured using a 152Eu source. As one of the336

γ rays of interest for the ECEC decay of 156Dy has a rel-337

atively low energy, 88.97 keV, special care must be taken338

in calculating the efficiency of the detector at low ener-339

gies. The clover detector has a 0.254 cm aluminum front340

window which will attenuate γ rays below ≈ 100 keV. In341

order to carefully account for this effect, geant4 sim-342

ulations of the clover efficiency were performed at low343

energies. A correction factor to the total efficiency was344

calculated as a ratio of the coincidence energy for 102Rh345

and the 156Dy ECEC ROI, as was performed in Ref. [7].346

In calculating these corrections, the data points resulting347

from the geant4 simulations were only used for evalu-348

ation of the 88.97 keV efficiency. All other efficiencies349

were calculated using only the experimental data.350

2. Addback factor351

Following the procedure of Ref. [10], the addback effi-352

ciency may be written as the detector efficiency in singles353

mode times an addback factor, f(E). The addback fac-354

tor f(E) was measured using several point sources and is355

shown in Fig. 11. As in Ref. [10], the addback factor is fit356

to a function, quadratic in log(E) in order to interpolate357

f(E).358

The addback factor is typically measured at a distance359

of 25 cm in order to prevent accidental summing of co-360

incident γ rays. The experiment on 156Dy, however, was361
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conducted at a distance of 0.18 cm. Accordingly, f(E)362

was measured at 25 cm using a variety of sources, and363

at 0.18 cm using sources producing single γ rays and the364

102Rh source. These measurements were confirmed by365

geant4 simulations. The addback factor was found to366

be 25 to 35% larger at 0.18 cm than at 25 cm, varying367

from 600 to 2000 keV.368

3. Target attenuation369

As the samples were very small and stored in polyethy-370

lene bags, the γ-ray attenuation by the sample itself is371

expected to be very small. The target attenuation was372

calculated using geant4. The samples were modeled in373

geant4 and events were simulated with and without the374

sample present. As expected, the attenuation was rela-375

tively small, ≈ 1 − 2%, for all decay modes with high-376

energy γ rays. The two decay modes producing the 88.97377

keV γ ray, however, show a sizable attenuation factor:378

≈ 14.2% for run No. 1 and ≈ 28.9% for run No. 2. This379

correction factor was calculated separately for internal380

and external coincidences and for both runs.381

4. Detector separation and source geometry382

The separation distance between the detectors was383

kept as small as possible in order to maximize the solid384

angle covered by the detectors. The same detector spac-385

ing, 0.18 cm, was used for the 102Rh source measurements386

and for run No. 1 (including only sample No. 1). geant4387

was utilized to calculate any difference in efficiency that388

occurred from the detector spacing and the physical ex-389

tent of the 156Dy sample. The insertion of sample No. 2390

increased the distance between the detectors to 0.32 cm391

and resulted in a small decrease in efficiency, 3.32±0.01%,392

as calculated through the Monte Carlo simulation.393

5. Angular dependence of coincident γ rays394

As the efficiency measurements were performed using395

a 0+ → 2+ → 0+g.s. decay sequence, corrections must be396

made for the various decay modes of interest with differ-397

ent spin assignments. The effect was accurately modeled398

using geant4, as the angular distributions of the γ rays399

are set by theory. The other decay modes studied were400

more isotropic than the 0+ → 2+ → 0+g.s. decay mode401

and shifted efficiency from the external coincidences to402

the internal coincidences, with a small change in the total403

efficiency, < 4%.404

6. Final efficiency405

The final efficiency for each of the decay modes is sum-406

marized in Table II. These results include all of the pre-407

TABLE II. The final efficiency, in [%] for the 156Dy ROIs
for both runs. The external coincidence, internal coincidence,
and the total (combined) efficiency are all given.

Jπ γ1 γ2 Run No. 1 Run No. 2
[keV] [keV] ǫext ǫint ǫtot ǫext ǫint ǫtot

1−2 1857.4 88.97 0.597 0.335 0.933 0.478 0.277 0.755
0−0 709.9 1242.5 0.373 0.135 0.508 0.353 0.131 0.484
0+4 1899.5 88.97 0.639 0.275 0.915 0.523 0.228 0.751
2+6 684.0 1319.7 0.362 0.142 0.504 0.340 0.136 0.476
2+6 761.3 1242.5 0.348 0.141 0.489 0.326 0.136 0.461
2+6 849.6 1154.2 0.343 0.131 0.474 0.323 0.128 0.451

TABLE III. The systematic error budget for the ECEC decay
of 156Dy to the 1946 keV state. Note that uncertainty on
the energy dependence, attenuation, and addback correction
factors are energy dependent and vary for each ROI.

Uncertainty contribution Percent error
Calibration of 137Cs source 3.1 %

102Rh efficiency measurements 1.2 %
Detector and source geometry 3.0 %
Angular dependence of γ rays 1.20 %
Addback correction factors 2.9 %

Energy dependence correction factor 0.5 %
Attenuation correction factor 0.20 %

Dead time 0.20 %
Uncertainty in 102Rh half-life 0.82 %

Total uncertainty 5.6 %

viously mentioned corrections. Additionally, the system-408

atic error budget is shown in Table III, which contains409

the uncertainties associated with each of the previous410

corrections.411

F. Contributions from three-γ decays412

As has already been mentioned, the decays to the413

1952.4 and 2003.7 keV states have significant branch-414

ing ratios for transitions that produce three coincident415

γ rays. It is possible for a clover detector to detect two416

of these γ rays in coincidence and reconstruct them as417

an addback event with the same energy as one of the two418

original γ rays of interest. This is a signal event that419

will pass the analysis procedure utilized. As the appa-420

ratus will detect both of these decay modes, this effect421

will further increase the experimental sensitivity. The ef-422

ficiency of a triple coincidence is considerably lower than423

that of a double coincidence. The three γ-ray efficiency424

was simulated using geant4. Using these simulations,425

the ratio ǫ3γ/ǫ2γ was calculated. This ratio is preferred as426

it minimizes systematic uncertainties arising in the sim-427

ulations. The ratio is given in Table IV for the sum of428

internal and external coincidences. The ratio was found429

to vary around ∼ 0.22 − 0.27 for external coincidences.430

Interestingly, even though no addback was utilized for431
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TABLE IV. The contributions from the three-γ decay mode
into the two-γ ROI.

Jπ γ1 γ2 γ3 ǫ3γ/ǫ2γ
[keV] [keV] [keV] Run No. 1 Run No. 2

0−0 709.9 1153.5 88.97 0.228 ± 0.003 0.190 ± 0.003
2+6 761.3 1153.5 88.97 0.226 ± 0.003 0.192 ± 0.003
2+6 849.6 1065.2 88.97 0.252 ± 0.004 0.212 ± 0.003

internal coincidences, the three γ-ray decay can still be432

observed in the internal coincidence ROI due to coinci-433

dent summing. This contribution is less probable and, as434

expected, has a ratio of ∼ 0.10− 0.12.435

The improvement due to this effect depends on the436

branching ratio of the decay. As such, the correction was437

not included in the above efficiency values. When calcu-438

lating limits on the half-life, the product of the branch-439

ing ratio f and the efficiency ǫ is summed over all decay440

modes. Assuming two possible decay modes, the effect is441

rewritten442

∑

n=2γ,3γ

fnǫn = ǫ2γ

(

f2γ + f3γ
ǫ3γ
ǫ2γ

)

. (2)

This factor is used to calculate the half-life limits pre-443

sented in the following section. An additional 6.0% sys-444

tematic uncertainty is assigned to the efficiency ratio to445

account for the differences between the geant4 simu-446

lation and the measured efficiency. Incorporating these447

effects, the effective branching ratio from the 1952 keV448

state increases from 44.7% to 53.1%. For the two decays449

from the 2003 keV state that exhibit ternary decays, via450

the 1242 and 1154 keV states, the effective branching ra-451

tio is 16.3% and 7.35%, respectively. This is an increase452

over the naive branching ratios of 13.7% and 6.06%, re-453

spectively.454

G. Limit setting455

As no statistically significant counts were seen above456

background, lower limits were set using the formula457

T1/2 >
ln 2N0tfbǫ

tot
2γ

Nd
, (3)

where N0 is the number of nuclei, t is the exposure time,458

fb is the effective branching ratio, ǫtot2γ is the efficiency459

with all the corrections discussed in the previous section,460

and Nd is a statistical factor representing the number of461

counts above background to which the experiment is sen-462

sitive. Nd was calculated using the method of Feldman463

and Cousins [13] for a Poisson process and a 90% confi-464

dence level. The systematic uncertainty on the efficiency465

is included in limit setting at the 90% confidence level. In466

the case that the number of observed counts is less than467

the expected background, the Feldman-Cousins sensitiv-468

ity is given in addition to the confidence limit. The sensi-469

tivity is only a function of the expected background and470

TABLE V. For each ECEC decay mode studied, the ROI, ef-
fective branching ratio fb,eff , number of observed events nobs,
number of background events nbkgd, the Feldman-Cousins up-
per limit Nd, the Feldman-Cousins sensitivity Ns, and the
systematic uncertainty σsyst are given.

Jπ γ1 γ2 fb,eff nobs nbkgd Nd Ns σsyst

[keV] [keV]

1−2 1857.4 88.97 0.578 1 4.12 1.28 4.86 5.6%
0−0 709.9 1242.5 0.531 2 2.38 3.55 4.12 5.7%
0+4 1899.5 88.97 1a 2 3.76 2.49 4.72 5.6%
2+6 684.0 1319.7 0.061 1 1.92 2.59 3.87 5.7%
2+6 761.3 1242.5 0.163 4 2.74 5.86 4.29 5.7%
2+6 849.6 1154.2 0.076 1 0.99 3.37 3.27 5.7%

a As this branching ratio has not been measured, it is assumed to

be 1.

TABLE VI. The final half-life limits for the ECEC decay of
156Dy to excited states at the 90% confidence level. Both the
confidence limit, the experimental sensitivity, and the previ-
ous experimental limit are given

Jπ E Lim T1/2 [yr] Lim T1/2 [yr] Lim T1/2 [yr]
[keV] This work This work Previous limit

C.L. Sensitivity [14]

1−2 1946.4 1.0× 1018 2.8× 1017 9.6× 1015

0−0 1952.4 2.2× 1017 1.9× 1017 2.6× 1016

0+4 1988.5 9.5× 1017a 5.0 × 1017a 1.9× 1016

2+6 2003.7 6.7× 1016 - 3.0× 1014

a This limit is calculated for the 0+
4

→ 2+
0

→ 0+g.s. decay mode

and assumes a branching ratio of 1. If the branching ratio is

measured to be less than one, these values must be multiplied

by the new branching ratio.

is the mean limit that would be measured by a collection471

of experiments with no true signal.472

The results of the analyses are summarized in Table V.473

The curves in Figs. 3, 5, 6, and 8 show the expected signal474

using the 90% Feldman-Cousins confidence limit given475

here. These results are for the sum of run No. 1 and 2,476

which produces better limits than either run alone. This477

represents a combined run time of 0.635 yr and a total478

exposure of 0.119 g·yr of 156Dy. The Feldman-Cousins479

upper limit and sensitivity are both given at the 90%480

confidence level. As the 2+6 2003.7 keV state has three481

separate two γ-ray transitions with a significant branch-482

ing ratio, the results are listed for all three.483

Final limits for resonant 0νECEC are given in Table484

VI. In calculating these limits, it was assumed that the485

0+4 state decays entirely through the 2+0 state, as dis-486

cussed in Sec. III C. These limits may be easily updated,487

should the branching ratio be measured, by simply mul-488

tiplying the limit by the measured branching ratio. The489

three decay modes from the 2003.7 keV state are summed490

together to present a single confidence limit. The results491

of this procedure are shown in Table VII.492
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TABLE VII. The half-life limits for the ECEC decay of 156Dy
to the 2003.7 keV state at the 90% confidence level. The final
limit is produced from the combined statistics of the three
studied decay modes.

Decay sequence Lim T1/2

[yr]

2+6 → 2−0 → 0+g.s. 3.4× 1016

2+6 → 1−0 → 0+g.s. 3.9× 1016

2+6 → 2+2 → 0+g.s. 2.2× 1016

Combined 6.7× 1016

IV. CONCLUSIONS493

The previous limits onECEC of 156Dy were performed494

at Gran Sasso National Laboratory using a single 244 cm3
495

coaxial HPGe detector [14]. A 322 g sample of natDy2O3496

was counted for 2512 hours. This large sample was of nat-497

ural abundance, 0.056%, amounting to 157 mg of 156Dy.498

The limits produced by the current work represent a large499

improvement over these limits. The limit to the 1−2 state500

is improved by a factor of 29, the 0−0 state by a fac-501

tor of 7.3, the 0+4 state by a factor of 26, and the 2+6502

state by a factor of 220. This is much in part due to the503

higher efficiency of the two-clover apparatus and use of504

an isotopically enriched sample. The present work has a505

36% larger sample when both samples are utilized. Fur-506

thermore, when using a large 322 g natural abundance507

sample, efficiency measurements must be performed over508

a large spacial extent and sizable efficiency corrections509

must be made for the self attenuation by the target. With510

the smaller, enriched samples used in the present work,511

the attenuation is much smaller and the detectors are512

able to cover a larger solid angle. Another concern in a513

single-detector experiment is the multiplicity of the γ cas-514

cade. In order to observe the full excitation energy, all of515

these γ rays must be emitted towards the detector. The516

present work covers close to 4π by surrounding the sam-517

ple with two clover detectors. This allows for detection518

of back to back γ rays in addition to two forward going γ519

rays. Finally, a much higher signal-to-background ratio520

is achieved through the use of the γ − γ coincidence.521

The prefactor and nuclear matrix element for the decay522

to the 0+4 state are calculated in Ref. [4], which estimates523

a half-life of 2.89× 1030 years for 〈mν〉 = 1 eV. As such,524

the current limits are not able to provide competitive525

limits on the neutrino mass or ECEC matrix elements.526

Moreover, the current experimental uncertainties in the527

Q value for this decay mode will translate into a factor of528

three uncertainty in the decay half-life. The extreme sen-529

sitivity of the half-life on the Q value will inherently limit530

the accuracy of neutrino mass measurements performed531

with 0νECEC. A much larger sample mass is necessary532

in order to test the theory of Majorana neutrinos using533

resonant 0νECEC. 156Dy samples are of course limited534

by the small natural abundance of this isotope.535

Using the presented results, one can envision design-536

ing a large-scale ECEC experiment. A large-scale ex-537

periment would necessitate enriched samples, which the538

present work shows can be produced without large ra-539

dioactive backgrounds in the region of interest. The ex-540

periment would also greatly benefit from the background541

reduction provided by detection of coincident γ rays.542

This would be best accomplished using a segmented de-543

tector, as was done here, or another method of γ-ray544

tracking for position sensitivity. This would help distin-545

guish Compton-scattered γ rays from signal events. Al-546

though the energy resolution of HPGe detectors is essen-547

tial in the present work, a large-scale experiment would548

want to investigate a detector material containing Dy.549

A large-scale experiment, however, is not necessary until550

a viable resonant 0νECEC candidate isotope is identi-551

fied. The present two-clover apparatus has been proven552

to produce high-quality ECEC half-life limits for 156Dy553

with the ability to measure any candidate isotopes that554

may emerge with new precision mass measurements.555
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